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PROJECT INTRO 2017

HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE – Between Tradition & Modernity
HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE depicts through image and poetry the ancient fashion art crafts discovered 
on the territory of Dacia, actual Romania and their timeless stories. The main thread of this concept is 
based on the mythological tales and history of the Dacia’s ancestors – the hyperborean’s – spiritual 
people whom were living in a beautiful geography, having spiritual endeavors, living the eternal life, 
being protected by ancestral Gods. 

HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE is the tribute to those who supposedly are the Romanians roots and the 
inheritance they left over, here in terms of style and beauty and its relation with the divine. Most of the 
ancient history writings describes the Dacia’s people as good looking ones, wearing beautiful clothes and 
pure gold accessories with an ancestral symbolism encrypted on, inspired by their henotheist belief. 
The main stream of the Zamolxian’s wisdom says: “You cannot cure the body without curing the soul.”. 

EXHIBITIONS
HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE 1st exhibition presenting the initiation of the project in two fashion art 
photography editions was held in Câmpina, Romania at the IFF Studio, September 2016. The texture of 
this first exhibition was already on high poetical note, such as every fashion editorial had been interpreted 
in genuine verses accompanied by original music on piano. 

Year 2017 brings the artists the 2nd successful exhibition held in Bucharest at Sf. Miron & Nicolae Church 
5th August. The vernissage embodied more traditional spiritual shape under the cure of the orthodox 
priests who offered the traditional Romanian treat: home made bread and the clay cup with wine for the 
joy of the guests. The participation of the traditional costume collectors at the exhibition dressed up in 
their costumes gave the event an archaic nuance in a very modern time. The well known music of 
Gheorghe Zamfir enchanted on the background.

Gallery Mucha presents the HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE photographic exhibition in Hamburg, Germany 
in September 2017 and on the occasion introduces as well the book with the same name, as a highlight.
During this exhibiton the photographs will be accompanied by traditional Romanian authentic costumes 
styled with unique high end fashion and accessories. The presence of the artists will interact with the 
guests for a fashion styling moment. 

LIMITED BOOK EDITION
The photographic and poetry book HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE written by Iraida Florea and designed by 
Ana Druga showcases the seven fashion editorials, the bilingual genuine poems (English & Romanian) 
and the short concept story of the photographic project. 

The silky touch of the matte hard cover gives the input on shuffling the book 96 pages in an A4 size 
and enchant your eyes on the 70 color images and poems print on 170 g matt paper. This first special 
edition is issued on 20 books with two different covers.



Annunaki Beauty, 2nd Edition
Photography: Ana Druga

The Art Collector, 4th Edition 
Photography: Iraida Florea

City Folklore, 5th Edition
Photography: Ana Druga

Artistry for Gods, 7th Edition
Photography: Iraida Florea

Ceremony Vestment, 6th Edition
Photography: Iraida Florea

Silk Road Stream, 3rd Edition
Photography: Pierre Vauvillier

Ethnic Couture, 1st Edition  
Photography: Ana Druga

THE SEVEN EDITIONS



PIERRE VAUVILLIER – Photographer based in Hong Kong

„Photography is the language everybody understands. Photography is the expression 
of universal freedom.”, believes Piere Vauvillier. Pierre was born in France and he 
spend his entire childhood in the most fantastic way a future photographer could do: 
travelling around the world! 

Pierre studied Marketing in Paris, but with the desire to make his childhood dream 
come true, he began to chant more and more with photographic art, creating a con-
siderable portfolio in fashion photography. Pierre moved to China in 2008, where he 
continues to pursue his photographic work in the fashion industry.

„I’m watching the world through by my camera eye and I hope to catch the most 
beautiful moments, feelings, shapes and products in Fashion.”, Pierre admits. The 
years of experience as a fashion photographer for most famous fashion and style 
magazines, TV channels enrich his knowledge in the field and drives him to get ready 
to offer the world the unveiled beauties hidden in every fashion style. He is always 
ready for new challenges, ready to offer his customers highly professional expertise 
and deliver high quality standards products.

THE ARTISTS

IRAIDA FLOREA – Photographer & Creative Director based in China & Romania 

„Fashion is such complicated, complex and complete concept, but fashioning with 
passion is like a feather in the wind or writing a love letter – it’s art.”, Iraida Florea 
says. She studied international economy and marketing at the American University 
in Bucharest, and achieved BC degree in marketing in 2003. After completing the 
university she undertook a degree studding at the Aristide Buhoiu Television Academy.

Iraida Florea is an autodidact artist with over 15 years work experience in fashion 
industry in Europe and China. She got most of her camera experience while traveling 
in Asia, Middle East and Europe. “Fashion-Art Photography is the unique eye drops 
falling beyond senses and hold us into the unbearable delicate, fascinating fashion 
world”, she believes.

Since 2016 Iraida Florea dedicated big part of her time to artistic fashion photography 
and still working at the latest creation called HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE – a photo-
graphic project enhancing the ancient Romanian traditional costume – through which 
she dreams to bring to life in a fashionable poetic way the traditions of different 
places she visited. 

ANA DRUGA – Photographer & Art Director based in Germnany, Berlin 

Ana Druga studied “Visual Communication” in Berlin 2001 at the University of Art 
with the specialization in photography and corporate design where she graduated in 
2006. In 2008 Ana successfully obtained the 2dn degree of Meister Diploma Designer.

Ana’s well known photographic project „Concrete city SHANGHAI – Of Flying Fish & 
Pending Ducks” was shown in Germany (Hamburg & Berlin). So Far „HYPERBORIAN 
FOLKLORE” was shown in Romania (Câmpina & Bucharest) and will be shown in 
Germany in September 2017. Her current work is leading Ana Druga more and more 
towards photography and corporate design in numerous countries in Europen as 
well as in China and the USA.

„Visual Communication most probably exists ever since the dawn of civilization and 
to get your message perceived by the people intended to, I consider it as a moment 
of glory. Planning, mediating and realizing visual information in two or three dimen-
sions is a great deal of study and previous research. The marvelous thing about it, is 
that switches my work into a new experiment every time I join a new project.”, says 
Ana Druga.



ROMANIAN TRADITIONAL COSTUME STORY

The Romanian traditional clothing has remained unchanged throughout history and can be traced back to 
the earliest Dacian times. Romania is one of the few countries in the world where, until nowadays, some 
people in the village still wear traditional costumes also on the working days not only in the ceremony 
occasions. Romania has an impressive variety of popular costumes which are proudly brought to light 
again by Romanian collectors and art lovers.

Dacian-Romanian folk costumes can be divided into 7 regions and are categorized into ethnographic 
areas, the number of zones varies between 40 to 120, all depending on the person who divides and the 
criteria used. These art crafts are made out of raw materials produced in the household of the peasants 
and it evolved with the passage of time, representing today a true mastery both in production and 
decoration of fabrics and embroidery.

The folk port has same structure through all the country but details such shape, colors and embroidery 
symbolism differs from one region to another. The original Romanian traditional costume are hand 
made by women and could take 1 to 2 years until the work is finished. Crafting the traditional cloths it 
was mostly a winter time endeavor at “sezatoare” since the days were short and the field work wasn’t 
demanding. Morover this was a great opportunity to socialize.

The main fabrics used were homemade cotton, wool, leather, borangic (Romanian silk), hemp and linen. 
Lace or velvet were also used. The materials kept cool during summer and warm during winter. The 
colors were colored using vegetables dye made from plants.

Clothing was crucial to identify a person’s roots and show where they came from. The clothing carried 
various ancestral symbols (like the sun or the life tree) and motifs that showcased specific flowers, plants 
or other elements typical to a geographical region or to a family.

The quality of craftsmanship and also the cure for preserving well such pieces of art, like the traditional 
clothes presented here, tells the true story about these people, about the women who worked on it with 
passion and with the desire to drop a piece of lesson for the next to come. This is the enlightenment!

 



IMPRESSIONS AT THE VERNISSAGE IN CÂMPINA 09/2016 

IMPRESSIONS AT THE VERNISSAGE IN BUCHAREST 08/2017



IMPRESII LA VERNISAJULUI LA GALERIA MUCHA, HAMBURG 09/2017 

FUTURE EXHIBITIONS PLANNING
In less than two months the entrepreneurs Eran and Amir Yazkan will host the HYPERBOREAN 
FOLKLORE photographic exhibition throuing a fashion glamurous event for the Berlinese art lovers in 
the Café Berlin in Berlin, Germany.

The Economic Studies Academy from Bucharest, Romania is looking forward to open its historical 
royal aulla for HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE Vernissage with an unique fashion programe presenting 
the Romanian ethnic costume fashion show with a contemporary mood and glam.

Right before Chritsmas, The Bund 22 historical Shanghai fashion gallery is hosting the most unex-
pected HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE photographic exhibition. Here the visitors will have the chance to 
assist to a east Europe - Asian twist through different fashion presentation and couture shows.

2018 is getting prepared for Rome, Berlin, Toronto, London and Beijing Exhibitions.



Annunaki Beauty
Aaris, the immortal beauty creates the past

And first born royal blood Izzara prays for us.
The lonely muse, Ira, escapes the Dacians nest

And brought to people Asha, the hope that never ends.
The smile of Avatara, the one decendent semi-god

Calls Beba, the ugly beauty fairy crafter to get us closer to …
The only one: Axelia, the mother, the protector of mankind!
All seven goddesses of beauty, all those who raise us above. 

Ethnic Couture
Walking on the steps of prehistoric minds,
I embrace the myth of the ancient culture

To reveal the truth veiled under the Carpathians mountain.
Since Zamolxis tales, and Decebal, the warrior king of Dacians

The beauty of these women produced by mother nature
Gets every time embellished by majesty of crafty hands

For beauty of heart must bring light to the world.
The prayers are last for us to come

And I do pray through Dacian’s spirits
Foremost this small enclave of people do not forget the roots of glory!

Feel peace in heart, for peace to come!
Feel light surrounding my above,

Dress up the cloths of common people,
Sophisticate the style yourself to bring the light!

The church they build for other reasons.
But I believe like always done in majesty of God for Love.  

I rule empires of Hyperboreans with my heart
For I believe since in the mystic beauty.

I try to hide and run …
I do escape from my castle’s rocks to sing the new people’s

Tradition, I feel the wind makes me fly
And smell of vast fields take me back in the culture.

Time is passing by like a lazy walker
When involved into daily life …

I must learn to live, I must learn to craft or to tend the bees or to feed the cows …
Never less than stylish, never less than proud,
Spreading this to people only from the heart.  

I listen to the voice of crowd,
I feel the voices from my heart,

I simply share with you the story
Of the great land with ancient crafts and love for life!

POETRY FRAGMENT FROM THE BOOK „HYPERBOREAN FOLKLORE” 08/2017



CONTACT – PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US ANYTIME. 

Ana Druga
Art Director | Photographer

Studio: Kastanienallee 79, 10435 Berlin, Germany
Mobile: +49.179.6853085 | Landline: +49.30.21802540

Mail: info@druga-design.de
www.druga-design.de

Iraida Florea
Creative Director | Stylist | Photographer | Writer 

Studio: No. 1 Str. I.L. Caragiale, Câmpina, Romania
Mobile: +40.721.205373

Mail: iraida@ifashionfactor.com
www. ifashionfactor.com


